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 "Are Economists Basically Immoral?" and Other Essays on Economics, Ethics, 
and Religion 

Paul Heyne 

Liberty Fund, 2008 

A well-trained theologian, a gifted and dedicated teacher of economics for over forty 
years, and the author of a highly regarded and widely used textbook, The Economic 
Way of Thinking, Paul Heyne influenced generations of students of economics. Many 

of the essays in this volume are published here for the first time. The editors, Geoffrey Brennan and A. 
M. C. Waterman, have divided Heyne’s essays thematically to cover three general areas: the ethical 
foundations of free markets, the connection between those ethical foundations and Christian thought, 
and the teaching of economics—both method and substance. 
http://library.ime.bg/search/Are+Economists+Basically+Immoral/ 

 

The Illusion of the Epoch 

H.B. Acton  

Liberty Fund, 2003 

Far from demonizing his subject, Acton scrupulously notes where Marx’s account of 
historical and economic events and processes is essentially accurate. However, 
Acton also points out that Marx is generally right about things that were already 
widely known and accepted in his own time and indeed had been long understood in 
the nineteenth century. On the other hand, Acton shows that in many cases Marx 

either is simply wrong or has stated his views so as to render his theories immune to disproof. Acton 
also explains why the embodiment of Marxist-Leninist theory in an actual social order would require 
coercive support if it were not, sooner or later, to collapse of its own contradictions.  
http://library.ime.bg/the-illusion-of-the-epoch/ 

 
The Collected Works of Henry G. Manne 

In Three Volumes 

Henry G. Manne 

Liberty Fund, 2010 

As the founder of the Center for Law and Economics at George Mason University 
and dean emeritus of the George Mason School of Law, Henry G. Manne is one of the 
founding scholars of law and economics as a discipline. This three-volume collection 

includes articles, reviews, and books from more than four decades, featuring Wall Street in Transition, 
which redefined the commonly held view of the corporate firm.  
 
Volume 1, The Economics of Corporations and Corporate Law, includes Manne’s seminal writings 
on corporate law and his landmark blend of economics and law that is today accepted as a standard 
discipline, showing how Manne developed a comprehensive theory of the modern corporation that has 
provided a framework for legal, economic, and financial analysis of the corporate 
firm. http://library.ime.bg/the-collected-works-of-henry-g-manne/ 
 
Volume 2, Insider Trading, uses Manne’s ground-breaking Insider Trading and the Stock Marketas a 



framework for many of Manne’s innovative contributions to the field, as well as a fresh context for 
understanding the complex world of corporate law and securities 
regulation. http://library.ime.bg/the-collected-works-of-henry-g-manne-1/ 
 
Volume 3, Liberty and Freedom in the Economic Ordering of Society, includes selections exploring 
Manne’s thoughts on corporate social responsibility, on the regulation of capital markets and 
securities offerings, especially as examined in Wall Street in Transition, on the role of the modern 
university, and on the relationship among law, regulation, and the free 
market. http://library.ime.bg/the-collected-works-of-henry-g-manne-2/ 

 

Essays, Moral, Political, and Literary 

David Hume 

Liberty Fund, 1985 

This edition contains the thirty-nine essays included in Essays, Moral, and Literary, 
that made up Volume I of the 1777 posthumous Essays and Treatises on Several 
Subjects. It also includes ten essays that were withdrawn or left unpublished by Hume 
for various reasons. The two most important were deemed too controversial for the 

religious climate of his time. 

This revised edition reflects changes based on further comparisons with eighteenth-century texts and 
an extensive reworking of the index. http://library.ime.bg/essays-moral-political-and-literary/ 

 
 American Political Writing During the Founding Era: 1760–1805  
In Two Volumes 

Edited by Charles S. Hyneman and Donald S. Lutz 

Liberty Fund, 1983 

These volumes provide a selection of seventy-six essays, pamphlets, speeches, and 
letters to newspapers written between 1760 and 1805 by American political and 
religious leaders. Many are obscure pieces that were previously available only in 

larger research libraries. But all illuminate the founding of the American republic and are essential 
reading for students and teachers of American political thought.  

The second volume includes an annotated bibliography of five hundred additional items for future 
reference. http://library.ime.bg/american-political-writing-during-the-founding-era-17601805/ 

 

 

 

 

 
 


